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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW   
January 25, 2023 
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA  ( -5) 
 
 
Q.  A few edges away from it being better, wasn't it? 
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  Yeah. I missed a few short ones out there and you're going to miss 
some out there. Just had a hard time just kind of feeling it to my spots. When you got that 
kind of bent and poa just growing in in between made for a few tougher putts from short 
distance.  
 
But game was feeling good. I was hitting the driver well today, irons felt pretty good for the 
most part and hopefully we can keep that going into tomorrow, especially with the weather. 
 
Q.  Well, one of the good putts you made among the several was that par saver early 
on there out of the bunker, 14 was the hole.  
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  Yeah, yeah, that was a bad drive off the tee and then just kind of got 
a little too greedy on the right side with an 8-iron out of the rough. The rough's playing very 
thick. All you're trying to do is really get it up short. But that was one putt, I think that was 
probably the best putt I hit all day, obviously it went in. It just fit and matched exactly how I 
looked and those are kind of momentum keepers right there. 
 
Q.  Final thing, your pace of play, it seems like hey, this is what I'm going with and 
you're doing it quickly and you're having success with that. 
 
COLLIN MORIKAWA:  Yeah, it kind of fits throughout the entire bag. I've kind of -- I'm not a 
quick player, but I don't spend too much time with my irons kind of thinking about what I'm 
going to do. I just try to keep that tempo throughout kind of the entire bag. It's been nice to 
see obviously the results from it, but also just kind of keep everything at the same cadence, 
which I think just helps throughout the entire day. 
 


